Collaboration and Strengthening Partnerships: Irvine Prevention Coalition and Irvine Unified School District
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IUSD Vision

A commitment to excellence is the hallmark of the Irvine Unified School District. As a school and community partnership, our promise is to provide the highest quality educational experience we can envision.

LCAP Goal #3- Cultivate a positive school culture and system of supports for student personal and academic growth.
IPC—Supporting children, youth and families since 1995

Our Mission: IPC supports a safe and caring community through prevention strategies and services designed to encourage healthy choices.

Our goal is:
To increase collaboration by engaging, educating, and empowering our community to encourage healthy choices.
Community Partners

- IUSD
- PTA
- IPD
- City of Irvine
- Irvine Children Youth & Families Advisory Committee (ICYFAC)
- Youth Action Team (YAT)
- OC Health Care Agency
- UCI
- OCDE/OC Substance Abuse Prevention Network (OCSAPN)
- O’Connor Mortuary
- Hoag Hospital
- NAMI
- Didi Hirsch
- Brinks Inc.
- Ruby’s
Purpose of IPC & IUSD Collaboration

Prevention:
We are committed to working together to build a connected system of supports for students and families.
2017-2018 Highlights
Red Ribbon Week 2017
Red Ribbon at Ruby’s
Pennies for Prevention
Community Outreach
Community Presentations

SUICIDE PREVENTION
• Alan Schlichting, Dr. Sunghie Okino, Rick Mogil (Didi Hirsch)

HEALTHY ADOLESCENT BRAIN
• Dr. Bill Beecham

MINDFULNESS-BASED STRESS REDUCTION
• Dr. Wakim (UCI Samueli Institute)

EMPOWER OURSELVES BY EMPOWERING OUR STUDENTS:
• Dr. Sunghie Okino, Doug Everhart (UCI), IUSD Wellness Coordinators
What is Resiliency?

“The courage to grow, the ability to learn, the wisdom to know when to change...”

— Albert Einstein

“Resiliency is the ability to bounce back, not only to recover but to thrive.”

— Dr. Brené Brown
Outstanding Supporter of Prevention (OSP) Awards
This Year’s Recipients

Irvine Prevention Coalition
2017-2018
Outstanding Supporters of Prevention Awards

Join us on Wednesday, May 23, 2018 from 5:30 to 7:30 pm in Irvine City Hall Council Chambers as we honor these amazing individuals and groups for the work they have done and continue to do to support prevention in Irvine.

Individuals

Natalie D’Azzo
Kevin Gararra
Patricia Goheen
Don Grudem
Sabrina Hughes

Jennifer Johnsen
Lauren Johnson-Norris
Julian Moreira
Christy Ratliff
Mary Thomas-Vallens

Programs / Businesses / Groups

Cypress Village PTA
Red Ribbon Week
IPD SEAMS Program
O’Connor Mortuary
IUSD Wellness Coordinators
Westpark PTA
Pennies for Prevention
Future Goals

Continue to integrate and align IPC and IUSD efforts.

Increase outreach to parents, families and community.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT!

Any questions?
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